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GROUP EXERCISE CLASSES   |   LIVEWELL4LIFE 2019
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

SPIN-THE PURSUIT 
5:45-6:25AM (J)

HUSTLE + FLOW YOGA 
5:45-6:25AM (J)

BODYROK 
5:45-6:25AM (J)

CARDIO TRX 
5:45-6:25AM (J)

MUSCLE RUN 
5:45-6:25AM (J)

STRENGTH FIT -  
UPPER BODY 
6:30-7:00AM (J)

GRIT & STRENGTH 
(Part of Strength Fit too)  

6:30-7:00AM (J)
SPIN - SOUL CYCLE 

6:30-7:15AM (J)

STRENGTH FIT -  
LOWER BODY 
6:30-7:00AM (J)

SPIN FUSION 
6:30-7:15AM (K)

YIN YOGA 
6:30-7:15AM (J)

TRX FIT 
 (NEW-BONUS STRETCH PART)


7:05-7:45AM (J)

TRX & BOSU FIT 
9:00-9:40AM (M)

FIT MOM- 
BLAST30 

9:15-10:00AM (J)

KICK IT COMBO 
9:15-10:00AM (K)

BLAST30 -THEME RIDE 
9:15-10:00AM (L)

FIT MOM - GET LEAN  
9:15-10:00AM (J)

JACKED UP 
BOOTCAMP

8:30-9:15AM (A)

FIT SQUAD - 
FULL BODY 

8:30-9:05AM (J)

FITBODY - ONE 
9:45-10:30AM (M)

PILATES WITH WEIGHTS 
10:00-10:40AM (J)

FITBODY - TWO 
10:00-10:45AM (L)

CARDIO BUZZ 
9:30-10:15AM (M)


FITBODY - THREE 
9:30-10:15AM (J)

BLAST30
9:15-10:00AM (J)

YIN YOGA  
10:45-11:30AM (J)

BODYPUMP 
10:20-11:00AM (M)

YOGA RESTORE 
10:15-11:05AM (J)

YOGA RESTORE
10:00-10:50AM (J)

CORE BOOTCAMP 
4:30-5:15PM (J)

BODYROK 
4:30-5:15PM (J) CLASS SIGN UP 

It is required that you sign up for classes and check in when you 
arrive.  You can sign up online through our website, or by calling 

ahead.  Classes are first-come first serve. Spin classes are limited 
to 14 spots and we do have wait lists.  Signing up and paying in 

advance will guarantee your spot.


TO CANCEL OUT OF A CLASS 
Log-in online or call our office. Please give as much notice as 

possible as we have wait lists for our classes. A minimum of 12 
hours notice is required otherwise you will be charged for that 

class. Please call for assistance or questions about cancellations. 

SPIN & CORE 
5:30-6:15PM (N)

BODYPUMP 
5:45-6:30PM (J)

BLAST30  
5:30-6:15PM (K)

SPIN & TRX 
5:30-6:15PM (M)

FIT SQUAD - LOWER 
5:30-6:05PM (J)

KICKBOX 
BOOTCAMP 

6:30-7:15PM (K)

FIT SQUAD - 
UPPER 

6:30-7:05PM (J)
BOSU CORE POWER 

6:25-7:10PM (K)
KETTLEBELL AMPD 

6:25-7:10PM (M)
GRIT & STRENGTH 

6:15-7:00PM (J)

POWER + FLOW YOGA 
7:20-8:05PM (J)

 JACKED UP BOOTCAMP 
7:00-7:45PM (A)

YOGA REJUVENATE 
7:05-7:50PM (J)

COMMIT TO SUCCEED! 
INSTRUCTORS: 
A= AJ Moses
J= Jen Moses
K= Kim Patton
L= Laura Neil
M= Michelle Watcher
N= Nicole Martin  =  Specialty Programs

INCLEMENT WEATHER & CLASS 
CANCELLATIONS 
All cancellations will be posted to our online schedule or 
Facebook page. For weather-related cancellations check 
our homepage as well.  We will send emails to those 
registered for any cancelled classes. You will not be 
charged for cancelled classes.  


CLASS SCHEDULE CHANGES 
Please check online for the most current version of our 
schedule and for any class cancellations. If you are 
registered for classes, we will notify you of any 
schedule changes. If you are not registered, please be 
sure to check the schedule before coming to class.

2019 HOLIDAYS 
Please refer to our online schedule for 
holiday class cancellations.   



BLAST30  High Intensity Interval 
Training (HIIT) class. Using spin bikes, 
TRX & core exercises.  A full body 
challenge. Plus extra time at the end of 
the class to stretch out those muscles.  
Mom Option: Bring babies or kids to if 
you wish!  We will have staff there to 
assist if needed.

BodyPump A highly addictive workout 
that uses barbells & plates to shape, 
strengthen, and lean the whole body.  
We’ve added some brief segments of 
heart racing cardio to target every area 
of the body!  For all levels.

BodyRok Ready, set, burn!! Dynamic 
full body workout that includes HIIT 
drills, plyometrics, bodyweight & 
strength exercises and so much more.  
Be ready to challenge every muscle of 
your body!

BodyShred+ (by Jillian Michaels) is a 
high intensity and endurance based 
workout that will have you shedding fat, 
defining muscle and dramatically 
enhancing your overall health and 
athletic ability. 

BOSU CORE POWER *NEW* Utilizing 
the BOSU ball, this class provides an 
intense workout while training to build 
muscular strength and endurance.  This 
class is a perfect blend of strength, 
fitness and balance.

Box & Burn Kick, punch and burn your 
way through this new and energizing 
workout.  This class has the cardio you 
want and the strength & toning your 
body needs.

Cardio TRX A challenging but results 
driven class that uses TRX, BOSU 
balls, ropes & bands.  A complete full 
body workout of cardio & strength 
exercises. 

Core Bootcamp High Intensity Interval 
Training for your Core!  Using interval 
training we will tone and strengthen 
your core using power weighted moves 
& proven strength techniques.  This 
class is ABSolute best workout for your 
core.

Gentle Flow Yoga a class that focuses 
on gentle poses with longer holds that 
restore and nurture the body,  A class 
for all level of participants.

Grit & Strength The ultimate cardio, 
core, barbell, free weight & body weight 
class. This high-energy class hits every 
muscle and leaves you with a complete 
full body workout. Take the challenge 
and see the results!  

FIT MOM Classes Being a Mom is not 
an easy job - so we have tried to make 
exercise for you as easy as possible.  
Bring your babies and kids and we will 
play with them while you do your 
workout.  Workouts are for moms with 
new babies and for moms with older 
kids in school too (you don’t have to 
bring kids).  All workouts are planned 
with “Mom Goals” in mind.  We will have 
you sweating, lifting and building a 
strong, lean body.  
*Group all 3 FIT MOM classes together 
in a week for best results!

Jacked Up Bootcamp*  A cross-fit 
inspired style of training, great for both 
men and women of all ages!  A full body 
workout that combines strength, 
endurance, and power, using weight 
lifting techniques and  body weight 
exercises to challenge your limits.

Kettlebell AMPD A fun total body 
workout. Kettlebell AMPD uses the 
Kettlebell (a ball-shaped weight with a 
handle) that will get your heart pumping 
and muscles working.  Energizing music 
will keep you motivated from beginning 
to end. 

Kickbox Bootcamp This fast and 
effective full-body workout will make 
you stronger, leaner, and get your heart 
pumping! We use free weights, body 
weight, and bursts of cardio to get your 
entire body working hard.  Suitable for 
all levels.

Kick It Combo A combination of kick 
boxing movements, body weight 
exercises and step sequences for a 
killer cardio blast!  This class is perfect 
if you want a heart-pumping muscle 
toning workout.  

Pilates with Weights A full-body low 
impact workout that uses controlled 
movements to build strength, balance, 
coordination, and muscle endurance. 
We’re amping it up by adding 
dumbbells!  A great way to improve 
performance of daily activities and 
develop core strength to avoid injury. 

POUND IT! An upbeat innovative class 
that will transform your cardio workout!  
Workout & rock out to a brand new 
beat.  This whole class will be filled with 
the beat of a drum.  Tone, sweat & rock 
your way through this energizing class.

Power Combo An instructor led, total 
body workout designed to maximize fat 
loss, burn calories and sculpt lean 
muscle. We will take the best parts of all 
our classes and put them together 
making this your best workout of the 
week! 

Power + Flow Yoga A powerful yoga 
class that will blast your core and light 
your butt on fire.  Train your body and 
mind to work together to see amazing 
results.  Leave feeling energized and 
powerful! 

Pure Strength & Cardio  A class that 
focuses on strengthening muscles for a 
strong foundation. Moves are functional 
and will help you become stronger in 
your everyday tasks. You are never too 
old to build muscle and feel stronger.
Spin & Core High energy indoor cycling 
with an integrated core workout.

Spin & TRX A classic spin class with 
the addition of TRX exercises that will 
build strength from head to toe.

Spin Fusion An interval based spin 
class that combines exercises both on 
and off the bike. Alternating between 
spin sets on the bike and core & 
strength exercises off the bike!  

Spin Soul Cycle & Core Have you 
heard of the popular Spin Cycle classes 
in the states? This is our take on it - a 
tranquil and peaceful environment 
awaits you for this class - you will be 
inspired, find strength, sweat and work 
your whole body.  You will leave this 
class a "changed" person.  

Spin-The Pursuit  High energy indoor 
cycling class driven by the beat of the 
music. You control your own resistance 
and speed.  Travel to different places in 
pursuit of a challenge.

Strength Fit A small group strength 
training program for men and women of 
all fitness levels. You will be guided 
through 3 workouts a week for 8 weeks. 
Each workout will focus on different 
muscle groups, plus some high intensity 
cardio bursts that will enhance your 
strength training and encourage better 
results.  Workouts are performed in 
circuits using interval style training with 
extra focus on form and function. This 
session we will be adding in a 
BodyShred program which is going to 
make your results go through the roof.
*Strength Fit is a specialty class.  Over 
a span of 8 weeks you will attend the 3 
-6:30am classes each week.  Sign-up 
for these classes is separate of all other 
regular scheduled classes.  Please see 
front desk for info on cost and 
scheduling of these classes.

TRX & BOSU Fit  Our popular TRX 
class with the addition of the BOSU ball.  
The BOSU ball is an excellent way to 
challenge and tone your core.  

TRX Fit Is a form of suspension training 
that uses bodyweight exercise to 
develop strength, balance, flexibility, 
and core stability all at once!  Using the 
TRX suspension straps, we will put you 
through a high intensity interval workout 
while having fun. Start with a warm-up, 
then work through blocks of endurance 
and strength exercises. Then finish with 
a TRX yoga cool down.

Cardio TRX is similar to our regular 
TRX class, with the addition of cardio 
moves, ropes & BOSU balls. If you're 

looking for a fun and challenging class 
this is it!

Yin Yoga A slow paced style of yoga 
with postures that are held for longer 
periods of time.  Yin Yoga invites 
stillness of mind and body with gentle 
poses that stretch the connective 
tissues of the body and aims to 
increase flexibility through the body.   
Yin Yoga helps soothe and relax the 
nervous system and prepares the mind 
and body for stillness and insight.

Yoga Rejuvenate Find balance and 
peace in this yoga flow style class. 
Flowing standing poses, relaxing lying 
poses and gentle strength and stretch 
poses create a balanced pace that will 
leave you feeling rejuvenated.

Yoga Restore Restore your body with 
an elegant style Yin class that includes 
movements like gentle hip openers, 
forward bends and light sun salutations.  
This class will leave you feeling 
recharged and restored.


